Live Forecast Modeling for a
More Resilient Stormwater
System
A basic introduction to real-time modeling and digital twin concepts
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Your hosts today!
Ryan Brown, PE
Systems Engineer
Innovyze

Hunter Sparks
Systems Engineer
Innovyze
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The goal is to create a community where you

can come and ask any and all your questions!
We will provide answers, give advice and offer
insights to achieve your goals and accelerate.
How this works
• We’ll kick off the session with a quick presentation on a fun feature/
functionality or hot topic. Then we’ll open it up to ALL questions, on ANY
topic.
• Simply type your questions or comments into the questions box located in
your control panel.
• We will read your question aloud as we receive them and provide answers.

Sept 14 – Collection system model data management: How to build a model from scratch AND keep it
up to date
Sept 21 – Using Innovzye InfoAsset for Creek Crossing Evaluations in California– Client Case Study
Sept 28 – Using Innovyze InfoWorks ICM at Dekalb County for Technical Analysis – Client Case Study
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Agenda
• Why do we model?
• Introduction to Digital Twin
• Benefits of Real Time Modeling
and Data Connections
• Basics of Live Modeling and
Information Needed
• Day in the Life of a Real Time
Modeling Operator
• Case Studies
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Why do we Model?
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How Do We Traditionally Use Hydraulic
Models?
Hydraulic Model
Flood Risk Assessments

Typical Uses Of a
Hydraulic Model

Catchment Resilience (Growth, Climate
Change)
Asset Condition & Asset Resilience

Water Quality Assessments
Catchment Asset
Planning
And Many Others!

A lot of public works departments or stormwater utilities are at this stage and using
their hydraulic models to help make informed engineering and planning decisions.
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Introduction to
Digital Twin
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Digital Twin
A digital twin also can be used for
monitoring, diagnostics and prognostics
to optimize asset performance and
utilization. In this field, sensory data can
be combined with physics-based models
improve the outcome of prognostics.
Therefore, complex prognostics platforms
can be used as digital twins and used to
find the root cause of issues, proactively
address them, and improve productivity.

The basics of what a digital twin is, simply put, is that it’s a digital representation of a
system. So essentially, the hydraulic models we have traditionally built do fit into this
description. But to go into more detail about what a digital twin is there are a few
more things that make up the definition.
Here we adapted the list to highlight the forecasting capabilities of ICMLive
* Dynamic Infrastructure
* Real-Time Performance
• Network Forecast
These differentiators really make the model a living model by pairing the model with
real world sensors, SCADA, radar forecast, and provide the ability to have a model
that is constantly being fed new information to make sure its calibrated.
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Current Practice

|

Future Practice

Build for a specific time

Data must be kept up to date

Uses Design Storms

Reliant rainfall forecasts

RTC based on rulebook

RTC based on SCADA

Calibrated to a few historical
events

Continuously calibrated

No thought to greater extents

Dynamic

Stability not tested against
very low or very high rainfalls

Must be stable & robust in all
rainfall volumes

Pump controls etc reading SCADA – throw out the rule book
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Streamline Telemetry Integration
Sensor Network

SCADA / Telemetry

Manual
Processing

Radar

Request
Data

Workgroup Data Server
Master Database
Event
Files

TSDB

Simulation Server
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In a study at the University of Washington in to the cry wolf effect and weather
related decision making they discovered that indeed it did exist, however lowering
the False alarm rate provided little impact on peoples decision to act. It was also
discovered that providing a probability with the forecast had a bigger effect on
people's decision to act. In fact providing the probability proved more effective than
lowering the false alarms by 30%.

Forecasts the
Organization can
Trust
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Live modeling isn’t simple,
but we have a 20+ year track record

Timely

Accurate

Reliable

Adaptable
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Unreliable Data?
• The Timeseries Database efficiently stores all Raw Data
• Timeseries processing handles and reports on:
• Data Gaps
• Spikes and Anomalies
• Data Conversions

• Performs Data Smoothing
• Sensor Aggregation
• Etc.
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Successive Simulation Approach
Run Origin

Run Start

Run 1

Run 2
Initial State

Hindcast
Run Start

Runs are stitched together,
so 8,760 hourly simulations
is equivalent to 1 year-long
Run Completion simulation
Forecast

Run Origin

Run 2 Initial State
Run 3 Initial State

Run 2
Initial State

Hindcast

Run Completion

Forecast

This slide could use some polishing up
Pascal: The main benefit of this is that we are not running with a completely
clean and available system every run, the states are carried forward.
Run origin is where we are in time.
Run start is the start of the simulation and through the start to finish we can
develop the hindcast and forecast.
At a time in the hind cast we can pull the initial state of the next run so that
when run 2 happens, we don’t assume that all the capacity is available in the
system.
And so on. All the runs are stitched together
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Real Time Modeling Approach

Hindcast
Build Confidence in model with
continuous comparison
Achieve higher accuracy through
integration with sensor data

Forecast
Alternate
Scenarios
Use Assimilation or Auto-Regressive
Corrections to improve Forecast
based on Observations

The fact that we are connected to gauges and sensors, we can line that data up with
the model data to build confidence that the model is comparing reasonably close
results to the field, which improves the forecast accuracy. We can also look at
different alternate scenarios to see which operation would be best to solve a
problem.
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Activate a System of Live Models
Simplified system-wide model
Alert detected in NW catchment
Triggers smaller detailed simulation

Local Flooding Risk

Of course it can take some time to run a hydraulic model, particularly large and
complex systems. One approach that we take to overcome this is to generally run a
simplified model and depending on certain thresholds it would trigger smaller,
detailed simulations.
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Benefits of Real Time
Modelling and Data
Connections
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Increased evacuation lead
time by 4-5hrs to keep tunnel
workers save
Source: Pascal Lang, Thames Water, 2019

Reduced loss of life in
Bangladesh by ~95%

Identify blockages in the
system much quicker than
ever before
Source: Severn Trent Water, 2018

Source: Coastal flooding forecasts save lives in Bangladesh, 2017

Europe estimates a return of
400 euro for ever 1 spent on
forecast systems
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Source: The monetary benefit of early flood warnings in Europe, 2015
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What are the Modes of Operation?
Data driven
decisions to:
• Prevent
flooding
• Protect the
environment
• Preserve life

Send out alerts to residents in flood prone areas
Know how to plan in the event of an incoming major storm or hurricane – closing
routes, sand bags, knowing emergency access routes
Plan repairs and keep crews safe
Utilize smart ponds more effectively
Utilize retractable flood prevention walls
Utilize flood warning mechanisms such as warning lights at flood prone areas or close
off roads that would be impacted
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Benefits of a Real-time Modeling System
Identifies sensor problems in the field

Builds organizational trust in model

Deploy multiple scenarios to
minimize risk

Automated reporting of results across
organization
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Early Warning
System
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Detect and Act On:
• Flood Risk
• Roadway
Overtopping
• Sensor Anomalies
• Heavy Rainfall
• Operations and
Maintenance
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Alerts for Proactive Management
• Configurable alert logic
• Threshold and duration
• Combine using IF,AND, OR

• Raw or processed data feeds
• Use model to detect
anomalies
• Dispatch alert emails with
corresponding graphs
• Configure Alert Maps for
export

Threshold
Pressure > 50m
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Optimize Operations
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Automate many scenarios
before implementing
Risk

Operations with ICMLive

Cost

Test out AI Solutions if
Available

Different scenarios can be deployed and compared with the level of effort and cost
associated to balance the two along with timing and practicality to carry out the
different scenarios.
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Advanced Real Time Controls
• Wide range of hydraulic control objects
• Complex Logic RTC capabilities
• Handles pressure and gravity system
interactions
• Integrates with real-time telemetry data

RTCs and smart pond technology are relatively new concepts in the stormwater
world, but they are gaining traction. As areas become built out, it can be expensive
to improve stormwater systems or improve water quality in areas. Smart controls,
real time controls, along with pumps can help to maximize the storage in a pond,
minimize the risk associated with multiple events occurring back to back or allow for
extended detention to improve water quality if its going to be relatively dry and allow
for 100% infiltration.
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Failure Detection
System
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Detect Problems Earlier
Prompt Detection of Sewer Collapse

Predict Accumulating Blockage

Raw Data

 Timeseries Expressions
 Model Comparisons
 Alert Logic Processing

Identify sensor problems in the field

Detects Anomalous Flow Trends

By lining up the real data with the monitoring data, we can see where deviations are
occurring between the sensor and model data which may indicate asset failure to
help better maintain the system, fix pipes and culverts before they collapse, and find
sensor problems.
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Day in the Life of a
Real Time Modelling
Operator
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At 7am, operation supervisor reviews daily schedule.
Summer-time thunderstorms are going to come through the area in the afternoon
and LIVE modeling shows some homes will be flooded since we’ve had a lot of rain
recently and the detention ponds in the area haven’t drained from the rainfall
overnight.
The supervisor tells the morning shift to be prepared to respond. And send an email
to the analyst for further analysis of the predicted flooding.
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At 10am, the analyst finished a few runs using similar historical storm events and
confirmed the LIVE model gave results consistent results of the observed flows at a
downstream stream gauges.
In addition, the weather forecast has been consistent in the last 3 hours about the
event this afternoon, it is highly likely that some homes may see damage from the
flooding.
She runs some scenarios to find out where more storage is needed in the system to
prevent damage to the houses and sends the analysis to the operation supervisor
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At 11am, as the latest forecast still predicting flooding, crew is directed to drain the
water from the extended detention basins with electronic controls to provide more
storage for the incoming storms.
The storm came and passed, there was a minimal level of flooding with no impact to
homes in the area. Residents hardly noticed any problems.
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At 1 pm, the town stormwater engineer needs to prepare a report evaluating system
performance for recently completed CIP projects.
With all the live data archived in a central database, within an hour he was able to
run the planning model with historical rainfall and operation data and comparing that
with flow monitoring data.
In the old days, it will take a week to track down all the data needed, and another
week waiting for them to be compiled .
Now the engineer can share with the management the performance more frequently
with accurate up to date data. The utility now has more confidence on the system
performance, and no longer needs to build oversized infrastructure due to the high
uncertainty and the need to improve water quality. With an agile approach to master
planning, the utility can update its CIPs on a yearly basis based the latest system
performance.
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Case Studies
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VMM (Flanders Environment
Ministry)
Operational Forecasting Case Studies
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Flanders
•
•
•
•
•

Client: VMM (Flanders Environment Ministry)
Project timescale: 2001 - on going
Very large IWRS system.
Complex hydraulic regime
Flanders divided into 13 catchments
• Highly detailed and calibrated IWRS models for each catchment
• Highly calibrated hydrological models provide inputs to boundaries

• Forecast runs produced every hour
• Forecast results published on website
• http://waterinfo.be
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Flanders – VMM
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Thames Water
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Day to Day use at Thames Water
•
•
•

Overview page showing rainfall and model alerts
Rainfall model showing intensities and accumulations
Hydraulic model page showing time varying results
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ICMLive for Tideway Tunnel Operations
• Tideway Tunnel construction
• 40 connection points from
upper catchment
• Depth loggers and model
alerts set up at each
overflow

The importance of ICMLive and the depth logger data is evident when you consider
sending men to work in the live sewer shown in the photo. The screens are 3 to 4m
high and the flow conditions can go from a dry pipe to full in 15 minutes. Something
the site teams didn’t believe until they witnessed it while working above ground
setting up the site!
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Alerting on severe weather and
impacts proactively
Example from June 2016
• Major events on 7th and 23rd June

•
•

Source: BBC News

Some locations saw over 3 inches of rainfall in less than 24 hours
Rainfall intensities of more than 4 in/hr recorded at times

Source: BBC News
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Open space response
•

Targeted alerts dedicated to known flooding
locations

•

Open space (located adjacent to a school and
for public access) which had been brought to
Thames Water’s attention following 7th June
event

•

Alerts defined and action plan in place ahead of
storm on 22nd -23rd June
Open Space Manhole
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View on the day
16:00
Fill Color
>=0.01 in/hr
>=0.02 in/hr
>=0.04 in/hr
>=0.08 in/hr
>=0.15 in/hr
>=0.3 in/hr
>=0.6 in/hr
>=1.25 in/hr
>=2.5 in/hr
>=5 in/hr

19:00

22:00

01:00
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22-23 June
Timeline
• 22nd – Define ICMLive alert and inform control centre of
existence

•
•

22nd 17:00 – ICMLive issued first rainfall alerts (6 hour warning)

•

23rd 03:20 – ICMLive issued repeat alerts for open space location
(onset 04:45), technician dispatched to site by the waste control
center

•

23rd 05:40 – Report sent to modelling team informing of clean-up
underway

23rd 02:20 – ICMLive issued first alerts for flooding at open space
location (onset 05:30)
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Lots road SPS analysis
18:00
00:00
20:00
22:00
19:00
21:00

This graph shows the 7 modelled simulations from 18:00 through to 00:00 for the
severe weather event, now known as storm ‘St Jude’, that passed over the catchment
on the evening of 27/10/2013 to the early hours of 28/10/2013. The dark blue line is
the observed level data from the storm relief sewer. The predicted spills match the
timing, peak and shape of the actual storm event response very well. The modelled
drain down is based on a fixed pump rate and assumes all pumps are operational and
have been turned on by Ops.
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Conclusions
•

Successful application of the system within Thames
Water, dependency on results becoming embedded
within the waste control center

•

Automated alert issue and constant system activity
means business is better informed

•
•
•

Model is utilized to a higher degree
Operational support can be provided much quicker
Model suitability is better understood and maintenance
triggered more effectively
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Glasgow Smart Canals
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Glasgow Canal Gate Optimization
Project by AECOM and Innovyze

Objective:
Optimize control of Sluice gates to balance both
flood risk management and
canal navigation requirements
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Glasgow Canal Project Outcomes
• ICMLive retrieves
forecast and SCADA data
• RTC optimizes sluice gate
controls and exports to
SCADA
• Level optimization
enables nearly 2 million
cubic feet of additional
storage
• 270 Acres of land now
accessible for
development

Learn more at www.Innovyze.com
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Ravedis Flood Forecasting
Operational Forecasting Case Studies
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Project location

Alluvial fan
Cellina and Meduna rivers
Location of Ravedis Dam
Location of Pordenone
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The flooding problem in Pordenone

City of Pordenone

Noncello valley

Meduna river

Pordenone community

Pordenone – Veneto region
Serious floods in 2002
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Ravedis Dam

Challenge:
•

Hydroelectric
Power Generation

•

Irrigation

•

Flood Control

Volume = 24 mcm
Ht = 93 m
L = 169 m
Completed 2005
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Case Study: Ravedis Dam Operations
Solution:
•

ICMLive provides forecasts of upstream
inflows using hydrology with snowmelt

•

RTC optimizes Dam controls for multiple
forecast horizons

Result:
•

Operations leverages ICMLive advisory
results to control Dam

Intent to use Info360 for Configuration Management – to inform the Operations and
Performance of their Network
Key drivers for this project included:
- Event Detection and Management
- Improved Identification of Leaks and Bursts
- Better Customer Service around Reducing Response Times
- Daylighting Deviations in System Pressure.
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Southern Water
Operational Forecasting Case Studies
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Eastney Project Background

Problem
• Known flood issues in Portsmouth due to
inefficient operation of Eastney pumps
• Four large diesel pumps
• Two small diesel pumps
• Sister pumping station (four electric pumps)

• Refurbishment of Fort Cumberland storm tanks

Case Study: Southern Water in UK
Challenge:
•

Dense, steep, urban catchment with short timescale of
hydrologic response

•

Large Diesel pumps couldn’t quickly adapt to sudden
surges in inflow

•

Reactive operations led to overflows

Solution:
•

ICMLive forecasts inflows to pump stations and
simulates pump operations

Result:
•

Operators ramp up pumps based on forecast inflows,
resulting in reduced overflows

SW – Eastney

Email and visual
warnings

Real time
data

Nowcast Radar
Telemetry
• Rain gauges
• Water levels
• Pump operation

ICMLive

InfoWorks ICM model

Flows to Fort
Cumberland

Most simply:
Allows real time data to be fed directly into the software
Simulations of the model(s) can be set up to run automatically – how frequently this
happens can be changed depending on the incoming data or the model results
Alerts can be generated and information can be disseminated to the relevant people:
email, website
Users can run alternative scenarios (close this valve, start this pump etc) to work out
a strategy to minimise onerous effect. Alternatively the forecasts can be used to send
tankers to pump out the system or to tell people to evacuate their homes.
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Technical Details…

Related Software
Hosted on same server or
distributed in network
License
Server

Forecast
Data

FTP/HTTP

SCADA /
Telemetry

Local
Scripts

ODBC/
OLEDB

64bit Windows Server OS
• RAM
Depend on
• CPU
Configuration
• GPU
• Storage
ODBC/
OLEDB
Corporate
SQL Server

SMTP

Workgroup
Data Server

End User

TCP/IP
Simulation
Engine

End User
End User

Live
Results

Email
Notification

This slide can be a talking point if IT have questions. However they should read
through our documentation for further details on specs
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Common Questions
My model takes 1+ hours to run, will it be useful?
• ICMLive lets you deploy multiple scenarios that can be triggered
• Make a simplified Network or break down to smaller catchments
• Only simulate new forecast

What Forecast data is available?
• National Weather Service provides free forecast data up to 18 hours ahead
• Proprietary services can be bought separately (e.g. OneRain, Vieux, etc.)

Operators don’t want to learn new software
• Our Operator Client interface is simplified & optimized for “lite” users.
• Results, alerts, graphs, and maps can be exported for uptake to websites, GIS, and other
formats
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